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Abstract
This paper presents the methodologies to extract the headline and illustrations from a historical newspaper for storytelling to support digital scholarship. It explored the ways in which new digital tools can facilitate the understanding of the newspaper content in the setting of time and space. “The Hongkong News” was selected from Hong Kong Early Tabloid Newspaper for the case study owing to its uniqueness in historical value towards the scholars. The proposed methodologies were evaluated in OCR (Optical Character Recognition) with scraping and Deep Learning Object Detection models. Two visualization products were developed to showcase the feasibility of our proposed methods to serve the storytelling purpose.

Introduction
Digital scholarship tools nowadays give scholars multiple options to explore the complex past. They can browse through an interactive timeline, study the massive digitized textual content or explore some of the large events via the newspaper headlines. This project explores issues of narrative time and space. It embraces a conception of geography, of space, as the place can discover the contemporary lives that were linked up to the newspaper articles and time is another fundamental axis of narrative which can be employed for storytelling for digital scholarship. It explores the ways in which new digital tools allow us to understand the newspaper content in the setting of time and space, ways for geography to meet history, via some sophisticated text-mining computational algorithms. The idea is to enable scholars to access the content from various facets, with a view to understanding the articles in the newspaper in a sort of non-conventional approach. The "Hong Kong Early Tabloid Newspapers"《香港早期小報》，launched in 2022, has collected tabloid newspapers published in Hong Kong during the 20th century. Contrary to the serious broadsheet newspapers, the tabloid newspapers represent the leisure and entertainment of the masses, covering topics like politics, operas, dramas, comics, and pornographies etc. Here, The Hongkong News from our Hong Kong Early Tabloid Newspapers Collection was analysed through the above-mentioned approaches. The Japanese Occupation holding of The Hongkong News started publication in 1941, right after the Christmas Day surrender of the British Crown Colony, and lasted up to August 17, 1945, the very last week before Hong Kong's liberation. The newspaper had previously launched in 1940 at separate premises in the Crown colony. The Hongkong News as published during the Japanese Occupation offers scholars the voice of Japan from Hong Kong. The uniqueness of this newspaper was also discussed in [1] which showed case the important historical value of it towards the scholars.

Through extracting headlines from The Hongkong News, two visualization products were developed. Using this project as a case study, we will share the experience that we encountered while working through these newspaper headlines. Our contributions are as follows:

- Extracting visual and textual content from historical newspapers.
- Applying deep learning algorithms in headline extraction.
- Developing two visualization products that facilitate public and scholar access to our existing repository.

Motivation
The Hongkong News contained a wealth of information. Though scholars were interested in the content of this newspaper, they were currently restricted to manual search over each page. For instance, when users wanted to search headlines that mentioned specific locations, they needed to browse over thousands of pages in our repository. Besides, current digital assets could be further utilized to provide value apart from preservation and online access. There were lots of space to optimize the usage of these digitized images. Beyond the image, our team will apply various computational techniques to explore more value in this tabloid newspaper. Another challenge for the users is to gain concrete insight from the newspaper content if the corpus concerned is at a large scale. We try to address this challenge by performing headline analysis which would be a useful tool for newspaper topic analytics as echoed by [2].

To further promote tabloid newspapers’ multifaceted content and improve its accessibility, there were two main objectives in our project. First, two semi-automatic procedures were provided to recognize and extract the newspaper headline. Though various tools in data extraction have existed, an evaluation of these strategies was meaningful for the community to understand how to choose these tools. Comparing two headline extraction strategies, our project stated their varieties in cost and technique. Second, two visualization products were developed to facilitate users accessing our digital repository. Our visualization products not only give scholars insight to headline that appear at different times and spaces but also enable them to address humanities questions, such as “Which battle was the Japanese propaganda focus on at a specific time?” and “How was the Japanese propaganda changed during the war?”.

This project covered 530 issues in The Hongkong News from the year 1942 to 1945. The related dataset was available at CUHK Research Data Repository [3]. The digital image of The Hongkong News was available in our Digital Repository [4]. The visualization
product can be available at our Digital Scholarship Project [5]. The sample source code is also available in GitHub with links accessible in [5].

Related Work

Headline Analysis
Thanks to digitization and the OCR work, some in-depth textual analysis can be made feasible. For example, in [6], we have performed similar textual analysis in a tabloid newspaper through the Name Entity Recognition (NER) and presented some sort of visualizations in Word Cloud and Geospatial temporal presentations. Likewise, most of the studies in newspaper analysis focus on textual analysis at the article level. Typically Headline Analysis in newspaper is one of such tools. For instance, [7-12] have used headline analysis as a qualitative analysis for the full news story in newspapers. The headline is found to be an important part of a news story and its summary to catch the reader’s attention. The analysis of the headlines has produced complementary and convergent findings with the corpus analysis. In one of the studies [2], the author concluded that analyzing headlines was proven to be a good “down-sampling” option to reduce large news corpora to a manageable amount of data. But most of the studies were still using conventional methods and when the newspaper corpus was at a large scale, it would be an issue here. Automatic or semi-automatic means of headline extraction will turn out to be necessary.

Object Extraction
Conventionally, given the varying layout and style of printed materials, paper headlines could only be extracted manually. Without computational support, the workflow was time-consuming and labour-intensive. Though some commercial OCR software could help to recognize text, researchers still need to search and retrieve headlines from OCR results. Headlines still could not be extracted automatically.

Due to the use of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), lots of improvements have been made in object detection in recent years. Many object detectors have been built to address the user demand. Object detection has been used by [13] and [14] to automatically detect different illustrations in modern publications. In 2020, Library of Congress applied Faster-RCNN model to extract information from newspaper pages in their broad-scale project [15]. Their training dataset contains up to 3,600 pages with 48,409 annotations. The model has been trained for 17 hours on the NVIDIA T4 GPU. Though the precision of headline extraction was near 75% in average precision in validation set, this model could not generally fit other data. It had a relatively low generalization ability. Given that the visual content recognition model has been trained on World War 1-era newspapers, the model was repurposed to 19th-century newspapers, a dropoff in the performance of headline recognition resulted (AP:21.2% for 1850-1875 newspapers and AP:51.6% for 1875-1900 newspapers). It is difficult to repurpose the model to other corpus given the non-generic nature of the dataset. Added to this, Detectron2 model was used in their studies, we are using YOLOv5 recognition model here to see if the performance can be further improved.

Headline and Image Extraction
Two strategies have been considered in this section. By comparing two methods: (1) OCR software with scraping, and (2) the Self-developed YOLOv5 model, we aim at demonstrating the feasibility of headline extraction in different contexts.

(1) OCR software with scraping
In strategy one, we mainly adopted OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and web scraping. OCR is a commonly used technology in recognizing text within the digital image. ABBYY FineReader is one of the most popular commercial OCR software. Though ABBYY FineReader has high accuracy in text recognition, it did not provide any function for extracting specific content. In this section, our team will explore the way of using ABBYY FineReader to transform digital images to HTML format, and using Beautiful Soup, a python scraping library, to pull headlines from HTML. In conclusion, there were two steps:

- Using ABBYY FineReader to extract HTML.
- Scraping through Beautiful Soup.

By using ABBYY FineReader, all digital images were converted to HTML format at the first step. In the extracted HTML, all information was mixed. Therefore, further data processing is necessary to distinguish headline content from other information.

![Figure 1. The digital image was converted to text content by ABBYY FineReader (top). OCR result has been extracted to HTML format (bottom).](image-url)

Since the extracted files were in HTML format as shown in Figure 1, our team applied conventional web scraping techniques to solve the above problem. First, we prepared around 500 sample lines as our test dataset. The dataset had around 400 noisy and 100 headline-related objects. Headline related object has been treated as a true sample and noisy has been treated as a false sample. Two main features have been considered to distinguish these true and false samples: 1) “Font Size” refers to font size in <span> class; 2) “Length of Line” refers to the number of characters in each line.
Our test results has been shown in figure 2 and 3. Our team found that true samples were mainly distributed between 12 – 29 characters and false samples were concentrated at around 10 font size. Based on this result, our team used Beautiful Soup, a web-scraping Python library, to extract headline from HTML files. Considering our real situation, we trade off some precision rate to increase recalled items. Based on the findings in the distribution of Font Size and Length of Line as illustrated in the above figure, our team decided to retrieve lines between 1 – 80 characters and excluded noise by filtering lines less than 12 font size. After the above steps, headline-related objects would automatically be extracted to separate files as shown in figure 4.

(2) Self-developed YOLOv5 model

In strategy two, we focus on training a YOLO object detector. Due to the use of the convolutional neural network (CNN), lots of improvements have been made in object detection in recent years. YOLO is one of the famous object detectors based on this network. With the friendly deployment environment provided by YOLOv5, the custom model could be easily trained to detect a real object. Therefore, our team tried to adopt this technology to the project. By training a custom detector, we hope to automatically extract headline from images. It contained three main steps:

- Using Roboflow to annotate training data.
- Developing a YOLOv5 object detector model.
- Recognize text from cropped images through the OCR toolkit.

Our team prepared 2% of the whole data as a training set. Using Roboflow, an online software, we then annotated headline and image. To reduce overfitting, we added some newspaper images in the Roboflow universe to our training set. With reference to figure 5, the annotated headline in our training data was wide shaped and concentrated at the top space. This distribution was suitable for our real situation.

After preparing training data, we extended the model provided by the YOLOv5 contributor in GitHub [16] and trained the object detector at Google Colab. Our training data was relatively small compared to other business object detection missions. Though the training data was inadequate, we surprisingly obtained an acceptable result. Our object detector has 0.88 mean Average Precision (mAP). Precision and recall rates were 0.97 and 0.94 respectively. Precision, recall and confidence trade-off could be found in figure 6.
The model improved swiftly in terms of precision, recall and mean average precision before plateauing after about 200 epochs. The box, objectness and classification losses of the validation data also showed a rapid decline until around epoch 250. Though we trained the model for 400 epochs, we used early stopping to select the best weight in mAP at epoch 301. Compare with precision, our team hoped to recall more objects so as to include more headlines for further analysis. Therefore, we traded off some precision rate and chose 0.2 confidence (as shown in Figure 6) to extract headline and image. Besides, we found high resolution input could significantly improve accuracy in image extraction task. Therefore, we extracted the image separately and increased the input size to 2560px. After adjusting parameters in our detection model, we cropped headline and image by calling the pre-built function in YOLOv5 and recognizing text by Tesseract.

Methodology Evaluation

We have implemented the headline extraction process through ABBYY FineReader and YOLO detector above. Both of them could perform extraction and recognize headline effectively. At the end of this session, we would perform an experimental comparison of these two strategies.

From a performance aspect, both strategies have high accuracy in detecting headline and image. Since there were two different detection targets, our team would evaluate them separately. For the image target, the YOLO detector performed better than ABBYY FineReader. Their scores have been shown in figure 9. YOLO detector obtained 0.82 precision and 0.95 recall rate. On the other hand, ABBYY FineReader obtained 0.68 precision and 0.71 recall rate.

False positive (FP) was a major type of error in our image detection task. As mentioned by [17], there were different kinds of false positives which likely require different kinds of solutions. In our test dataset, false positives were mainly coming from localization (LOC) and background error (BG).

In our project, localization error would be defined as the misalignment of bounding boxes. The main reason for the LOC error of ABBYY was the software wrongly predict the space as text inside an image, as shown in figure 10. LOC error of YOLO mainly came from the specific size of the image. Our trained model had good performance in detecting small images. However, it performed comparably not well in middle-size targets. Our team guessed this error may probably cause by the imbalance of training data.

Another main false positive was the BG error. BG error means the detector was confused with the background object. ABBYY performed comparably weakly in this category. It would sometimes confuse calligraphy letters and identified them as images. It resulted in a low precision rate. On the other hand, YOLO rarely had this kind of error.
False Negative (FN) was another type of error. It means our strategy wrongly detects the target as background. In our project, false negatives always occurred when our model or software identify multiple objects as one target as shown in figure 11. Although both strategies could not always distinguish close objects, YOLO could perform this in small images.

In our project, FN error is relatively important because we hope to have a high recall rate. LOC error is also important since extracted image could not be used when this error occurred. BG error is acceptable as we could delete useless images manually.

For the headline target, ABBYY FineReader performed better than the YOLO detector. Their scores have been shown in figure 13. ABBYY FineReader obtained 0.74 precision and 0.98 recall rate. On the other hand, the YOLO detector obtained 0.71 precision and 0.94 recall rate. Both strategies could identify most headline and obtain a high recall rate.

For ABBYY FineReader, the BG error was the main error type. Though we used the web scraping technique to extract headline from raw HTML, some noises remained. This situation mostly happened on pages with complicated structures. Most of these noises were date and newspaper volume. Besides, the same headline of the newspaper was separated into multiple lines as shown in figure 15. It was complicated to align them automatically. Therefore, further manual post-processing is necessary and results in high labour costs.

Figure 10. ABBYY wrongly predicted the area of red rectangles as texts. (left). YOLO detector could not detect the whole image (right). ABBYY wrongly predicted the newspaper name as an image and caused a BG error. (bottom)

Figure 11. Our project aimed to extract the above images as eight different images. However, ABBYY could only return a single big image (left). YOLO detector could separate them as different images (right).

Figure 12. Compare the error type ratio of ABBYY FineReader and YOLO detector in the image target. FN referred to our strategy as wrongly detecting the target as background. BG (FP) referred to the confusion of the background object. LOC (FP) referred to the misalignment of bounding boxes.

Figure 13. Compare the performance of ABBYY FineReader and YOLO detector in headline target. Since we are evaluating an object detection task, true negative refers to the true background and it is not applicable.

Figure 14. Localization error is significant in the large headline. The headline in the upper right corner was hardly identified by OCR software since some features were cropped by a bounding box.

Figure 15. Background error of ABBYY. The headline “Nine Enemy Planes Set On fire” was separated into two lines. Further manual post-processing is necessary. Some noises could also be found in lines 1 to line 3.
Figure 16. Compare the error type ratio of ABBYY FineReader and YOLO detector in headline target. FN referred to our strategy as wrongly detect targets as background. BG (FP) referred to the confusion of background objects. LOC (FP) referred to the misalignment of bounding boxes.

From time-consuming aspect, training an object detection model would spend some time, especially in data labeling process. In contrast to the YOLO detector, ABBYY FineReader does not need to spend time in the training model, but it took time in data post-processing. In our case, two weeks were spent processing 530 images.

From flexibility and deployment aspects, ABBYY FineReader is commercial software. With the friendly user interface, it provided an easy-to-use environment for text recognition. In contrast to the convenient environment of ABBYY FineReader, the YOLO detector has another advantage. Since it was open source, there were many ways and spaces for further enhancement. In our case, the bounding box problem could probably be solved by feeding more data, altering the bounding box size etc. On the other hand, ABBYY FineReader could only be improved by modifying the scraping code. After considering various perspectives of these two strategies, our team suggested that YOLO Detector could be used in larger-scale projects. For small-scale works, we recommend using ABBYY FineReader, since post-processing was acceptable in a relatively small dataset. In our project, ABBYY FineReader has been selected to extract headline and the YOLO object detector has been chosen to extract image due to their outweighed accuracy towards those 2 specific areas. Our team finally extracted 5,000 headlines and 200 images for our project.

Results
Two visualization products have been developed which focused on time and space respectively. For timeline visualization, we employed TimelineJS [19], to make the timeline for displaying the Hongkong News headline during the Second World War. The timeline shows the headline on all first pages of the Hongkong News from July 1942 to July 1945. For Geodata visualization, our team employed Folium [20] as the tool for visualization. With some modifications to our data, we utilized Folium to make an interactive map with tags of places.

Conclusions
In this project, our proposed methodologies were evaluated and two visualization products were developed to showcase the feasibility of our proposed methods to serve the storytelling purpose in the settings of time and space.

In the future, our team would discover more methods for object detection and data analysis. For object detection, we hope to use similar techniques for other tasks, such as extracting the information in the table of contents. We also plan to adopt these methods in other languages. For data analysis, further analysis on sentiment, such as opinion mining [21], can be performed. Expertise with domain knowledge can be invited to extend our findings from the studies such that some more significant insights can be derived from their perspective.
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